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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates generally to hy-
draulic assemblies, and more particularly, to a dual lever
hydraulic assembly.

Background of the Invention

[0002] A typical hydraulic actuating device includes a
master piston disposed in a master cylinder. The master
piston and cylinder define a variable fluid containing vol-
ume within the master cylinder which is adjusted as the
piston is moved within the master cylinder. In known sys-
tems, the master cylinder is typically disposed in a hous-
ing and remains stationary, while the position of the piston
within the master cylinder is adjustable. Because only
the piston position is adjustable, the flexibility of known
devices is somewhat limited. Thus, a need has arisen for
a hydraulic apparatus that addresses these limitations.
[0003] Hydraulic actuating devices have been used to
actuate bicycle brakes. However, the limitations of such
known devices have at times made braking inconvenient
or difficult. When riding a bicycle, riders frequently adopt
various postures. For example, when racing, riders may
adopt an aerodynamic posture by leaning over to reduce
wind resistance. Conversely, when riding casually, riders
may adopt a relatively upright posture. However, known
hydraulic brake systems only provide one lever at one
location on the handlebars. As a result, a brake lever that
is optimally positioned for racing may be poorly posi-
tioned for casual riding and vice-versa. This can adverse-
ly affect the rider’s safety if the lever is not readily acces-
sible from the rider’s posture. Thus, a need has arisen
for a brake assembly that addresses these limitations.
[0004] US 2 473 168 shows a hydraulic assembly ac-
cording to the preamble of claim 1 comprising first and
second operating levers, a first piston, and a movable
master cylinder. The first lever is operatively connected
to the master cylinder to move the master cylinder relative
to the fixed piston. Movement of the first lever moves the
master cylinder to decrease the volume of a fluid con-
taining region, and displaces hydraulic fluid from the mas-
ter cylinder. The second lever opens a valve system to
release hydraulic fluid from the master cylinder. The flex-
ibility of the hydraulic assembly of D1 is restricted, be-
cause the assembly allows movement of only one lever
to reduce the fluid containing region of the master cylinder
and to displace hydraulic fluid from the master cylinder.
The second lever only allows to release the fluid to a
second hydraulic system.

Summary of the Preferred Embodiments

[0005] In accordance with a first aspect of the present
invention, a hydraulic assembly according to claim 1 of
the present invention is provided. The hydraulic assem-

bly comprises a housing, first and second levers pivotally
connected to the housing, a volume of hydraulic fluid con-
tained in the housing, a master cylinder disposed within
the interior of the housing, a first master piston operatively
connected to the first lever, and a second master piston.
The volume of hydraulic fluid is contained in the master
cylinder. The first and second master pistons are dis-
posed within the master cylinder. The first and second
master pistons define a fluid containing region lying be-
tween the first and second master pistons. Movement of
the first lever in a first actuating direction moves the first
master piston toward the second lever, thereby decreas-
ing the volume of the fluid containing region and displac-
ing the hydraulic fluid. The second master piston is op-
eratively connected to the second lever. Movement of
the second lever in a second actuating direction moves
the second master piston toward the first lever, thereby
decreasing the volume of the fluid containing region and
displacing hydraulic fluid from the master cylinder.
[0006] In further preferred embodiments, a hydraulic
brake system is in fluid communication with the housing.
In accordance with additional preferred embodiments, a
bicycle comprises a handlebar having a width defining a
horizontal direction, and the hydraulic assembly is at-
tached to the bicycle handlebar such that the first lever
and second lever are spaced apart from one another in
a direction that is substantially perpendicular to a hori-
zontal direction defined by the handlebar width.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0007] The invention may be more readily understood
by referring to the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a side elevational view of an example of a
hydraulic assembly in which the interior of the as-
sembly housing is visible;
FIG. 1A is an example of a portion of a hydraulic
assembly with a master piston and master cylinder
in non-actuated positions, illustrated as a cross-sec-
tional view taken along line II-II of FIG. 1;
FIG.1B is a view of the hydraulic assembly portion
of FIG. 1A with the master piston in an actuated po-
sition and the master cylinder in a non-actuated po-
sition;
FIG. 1C is a view of the hydraulic assembly portion
of FIG. 1A with the master piston in a non-actuated
position and the master cylinder in an actuated po-
sition;
FIG. 2 is a second example of a portion of a hydraulic
assembly with a master piston and a master cylinder
in non-actuated positions, illustrated as a cross-sec-
tional view taken along line II-II of FIG. 1;
FIG. 2A is an embodiment of a portion of a hydraulic
assembly according to the invention with first and
second master pistons in non-actuated positions, il-
lustrated as a cross-sectional view taken along lines
II-II of FIG. 1;
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FIG. 2B is a view of the hydraulic assembly portion
of FIG. 2A with the first master piston in an actuated
position and the second master piston in a non-ac-
tuated position;
FIG. 2C is a view of the hydraulic assembly portion
of FIG. 2A with the first master piston in a non-actu-
ated position and the second master piston in an
actuated position;
FIG. 3 is a side elevational view of a bicycle used to
illustrate a preferred embodiment of the present in-
vention;
FIG. 4 is a side elevational view of the hydraulic as-
sembly of FIG. 1 in which a preferred embodiment
of a method of using the assembly is illustrated; and
FIG. 5 is a front elevational view of a bicycle handle-
bar used to illustrate a preferred embodiment of the
present invention.

[0008] Like numerals refer to like parts throughout the
several views of the drawings.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

[0009] Referring to FIG. 1, an example of a hydraulic
assembly for better understanding of the present inven-
tion is described. Hydraulic assembly 10 is preferably
connected to a hydraulic brake system 14, such as a
known hydraulic disc brake or hydraulic rim brake sys-
tem.
[0010] Hydraulic assembly 10 preferably comprises a
housing 20, a first lever 16, and a second lever 18. Hous-
ing 20, and levers 16 and 18 are preferably made of du-
rable materials such as known metals or plastics.
[0011] Levers 16 and 18 are pivotally connected to
housing 20 and are actuatable to displace hydraulic fluid
from housing 20 to hydraulic disc brake system 14. In
the preferred embodiment of FIG. 1, first lever 16 is op-
eratively connected to a master cylinder 38. Master cyl-
inder 38 generally comprises a cylindrical chamber which
contains a variable volume of hydraulic fluid used to ac-
tuate an attached hydraulic system, such as hydraulic
brake system 14.
[0012] In the embodiment of FIG. 1, first lever 16 is
pivotally connected to housing 20 via a pivot shaft 24. In
FIG. 1, the interior of housing 20 is visible. Thus, as the
figure indicates, housing 20 is preferably designed to en-
close a portion of lever 16 in its interior. Pivot shaft 24 is
preferably made of a suitable metal or plastic. Housing
20 preferably includes a pair of holes (not shown), each
of which is formed on one side of housing 20 for mounting
pivot shaft 24. Lever 16 also preferably has a pair of holes
(not shown), each of which is formed on either side of
lever 16. Thus, pivot shaft 24 is inserted through the hous-
ing holes and lever holes to secure lever 16 to housing 20.
[0013] Pivot shaft 24 may include flanged ends which
aid in retaining shaft 24 within the housing. Pivot shaft
24 may also comprise two pieces, each of which is in-
serted through a corresponding hole in housing 20 and

lever 16 and then mated with one another by known tech-
niques such as a threaded connection.
[0014] Lever 16 preferably has a non-actuated position
and a fully-actuated position (not shown). In FIG. 1, lever
16 appears in its non-actuated position. Lever 16 is op-
eratively connected to master cylinder 38 such that when
it is moved in the direction of the arrow shown in the
figure, master cylinder 38 moves towards lever 18. Even-
tually lever 16 reaches its fully actuated position, beyond
which it cannot be pulled any further.
[0015] Referring to FIGS. 1A-1C, an example of a por-
tion of a hydraulic assembly as viewed along line II-II in
FIG. 1 is described. Lever 16 is operatively connected to
master cylinder 38 by connector 34, which is preferably
a shaft that is removably or fixedly attached to one end
of master cylinder 38. Connector 34 may be secured to
master cylinder 38 using known techniques. For exam-
ple, it may be welded to the end of master cylinder 38, it
may be integrally formed with master cylinder 38, or it
may include a threaded end which engages a comple-
mentary threaded recess or hole formed in master cylin-
der 38. If a threaded hole is used, it is preferred that a
sealing device or sealant is used to prevent any leakage
from the end of master cylinder 38 to which connector
34 is attached.
[0016] Lever 16 preferably includes oppositely posi-
tioned holes 54 and 62 for securing connector 34 to lever
16. To better ensure uniform operation, lever 16 is also
preferably configured such that master cylinder 38 does
not move in the direction of the y-axis shown in FIG. 1
as lever 16 is actuated, but instead moves in a direction
that is substantially parallel to the x-axis.
[0017] The connection between lever 16 and connec-
tor 34 is also provided in FIGS. 1A to 1C. According to
the figures, connector 34 is inserted through hole 65
formed in a face of lever 16 which is opposite master
cylinder 38. A cross-member 28, such as a dowel, pin or
other suitable fastener is preferably disposed through le-
ver holes 54 and 62. Cross-member 28 preferably in-
cludes a hole 61 formed transversely to its longitudinal
axis through which connector 34 is disposed. Alterna-
tively, and as reflected in the embodiment of FIG. 2 (dis-
cussed below), connector 34 may include a hole trans-
verse to its longitudinal axis through which cross-member
28 is disposed. Although not shown in FIGS. 1A-1C,
cross-member 28 may include enlarged ends, such as
flanged ends, to aid in securing cross-member 28 within
lever holes 54 and 62. To better ensure that master cyl-
inder 38 moves in a direction that is parallel to the x-axis,
hole 65, holes 54 and 62, and cross-member 28 are pref-
erably sized to allow lever 16 to pivot slightly with respect
to connector 34 as lever 16 is actuated. For example,
hole 65 may have a diameter that is slightly larger than
the outer diameter of connector 34, and holes 54 and 62
may have diameters slightly larger than the outer diam-
eter of cross-member 28.
[0018] As shown in FIGS. 1 and 1A-1C, lever 18 is
operatively connected to master piston 32. Master piston
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32 is preferably disposed in and slideable within master
cylinder 38. Lever 18 is partially disposed within the in-
terior of housing 20 and pivotally connected to housing
20 via pivot shaft 22 in the same manner that lever 16 is
connected to housing 20 via pivot shaft 24. Like lever 16,
lever 18 has a non-actuated position, shown in FIG. 1,
and a fully actuated position (not shown in FIG. 1) in
which the lever is moved in the direction of the arrow
shown in the figure. Lever 18 is operatively connected to
master piston 32 via piston shaft 30. The operative con-
nection between lever 18 and master piston 32 is pref-
erably designed to move master piston 32 in a direction
towards lever 16 as lever 18 is actuated in the direction
of the arrow. To better ensure uniform operation, the con-
nection between master piston 32 and lever 18 is pref-
erably configured such that master piston 32 moves in a
direction that is substantially parallel to the x-axis shown
in FIG. 1 as lever 18 is actuated while avoiding movement
in the direction of the y-axis.
[0019] Referring to FIGS. 1A-1C, shaft 30 has an end
that is disposed through a hole 31 formed in one end of
master cylinder 38. Hole 31 preferably includes a gasket
(not shown) or other sealing means to prevent leakage
of fluids between master cylinder 38 and the interior of
housing 20.
[0020] Opposite master cylinder 38, shaft 30 prefera-
bly includes an end that is disposed through hole 71 in
a face of lever 18. Cross-member 26 is preferably dis-
posed through holes 72 and 74 formed in lever 18. Al-
though not shown in FIGS. 1A-1C, cross member 26 may
include enlarged ends, such as flanged ends, to aid in
securing cross member 26 within holes 72 and 74. Hole
65 is preferably formed through cross-member 26 for re-
ceiving shaft 30. However, as explained below with re-
spect to FIG. 2, instead of inserting shaft 30 through a
hole in cross-member 26, the opposite arrangement can
be used wherein cross-member 26 is inserted through a
hole in shaft 30.
[0021] To better ensure that piston 32 moves in a di-
rection substantially parallel to the x-axis as lever 18 is
actuated, holes 71, 72 and 74 are preferably sized to
allow lever 18 to pivot slightly about shaft 30 as lever 18
is actuated. For example, hole 71 may have a diameter
that is slightly larger than the outer diameter of shaft 30,
and holes 72 and 74 may have diameters that are slightly
larger than the diameter of the non-flanged portion of
shaft 26.
[0022] Piston 32 is preferably configured to slide along
the interior of master cylinder 38 and to prevent the leak-
age of hydraulic fluid into the region near shaft 30 and
hole 31. To aid in preventing leakage, O-ring 41 is pref-
erably provided and disposed in a complementary groove
formed around piston 32.
[0023] As shown in FIGS. 1A-1C, master cylinder 38
and master piston 32 define a fluid containing region 33
which contains a volume of hydraulic fluid. The hydraulic
fluid is used to actuate an attached hydraulic system,
such as brake system 14 (FIG. 1). Master cylinder 38

also includes a fluid outlet 39 (not shown in FIGS. 1A-
1C) which may be attached to fluid conduit 13 to connect
hydraulic assembly 10 to hydraulic brake system 14. Hy-
draulic brake system 14 may be any known system that
is actuated hydraulically, but is preferably a hydraulic disc
or rim brake system. In known hydraulic disc and rim
brake systems, slave pistons are connected to brake
pads which impinge on a brake rotor (disc brake) or wheel
rim (rim brakes) to effect braking. As fluid is displaced
from master cylinder 38, it increases the system hydraulic
pressure in the brake system 14, conduit 13 and fluid
containing region 33, thereby forcing the slave pistons
and brake pads of hydraulic brake system 14 towards
the brake rotor (in the case of disc brakes) or wheel rim
(in the case of rim brakes).
[0024] In the preferred embodiment of FIGS. 1A-1C,
master cylinder 38 floats freely within the interior of hous-
ing 20, being supported axially by its connection to lever
16 and radially by master piston 32. Referring to FIG. 1A,
levers 16 and 18 and master cylinder 38 and master pis-
ton 32 are in their non-actuated positions. As shown in
FIG. 1B, as lever 18 is actuated (i.e., pulled in the direction
of the arrow shown in FIG. 1), the portion of lever 18
proximate shaft 30 moves with respect to housing 20,
and master piston 32 moves towards lever 16 and the
bottom of master cylinder 38. As a result, the volume of
fluid containing region 33 is decreased, forcing fluid out
of master cylinder 38 and to an attached hydraulic brake
system 14 (FIG. 1). As shown in FIG. 1C, when lever 16
is actuated (i.e., pulled in the direction of the arrow shown
in FIG. 1), lever 16 moves with respect to housing 20,
and master cylinder 38 moves toward lever 18. As a result
the volume of hydraulic fluid in fluid containing region 33
is decreased, again forcing fluid out of master cylinder
38 and to an attached hydraulic brake system 14 (FIG. 1).
[0025] As will be readily apparent to those skilled in
the art, the movement of master cylinder 38 and master
piston 32 with respect to one another adjusts the volume
of fluid containing region 33. Thus, the volume of fluid
containing region 33 can be adjusted by moving master
piston 32, by moving the master cylinder 38, or by moving
both master cylinder 38 and master piston 32. In accord-
ance with the embodiments of FIGS. 1 and 1A-1C, either
or both of lever 16 or lever 18 can be used to actuate
brake system 14.
[0026] Because both master cylinder 38 and master
piston 32 are movable with respect to housing 20, hous-
ing 20 is preferably designed to accommodate the move-
ment of conduit 13 (FIG. 1) as master cylinder 38 moves.
In a preferred embodiment, housing 20 includes a longi-
tudinal slot oriented along the axis of movement of master
cylinder 38 to allow conduit 13 to move along housing 20
as master cylinder 38 is actuated.
[0027] As depicted in FIGS. 1 and 1A, master cylinder
38 and master piston 32 are in their non-actuated posi-
tions. Fluid containing region 33, conduit 13, and brake
system 14 are preferably configured such that the brakes
are not applied when master cylinder 38 and master pis-
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ton 32 are in their non-actuated positions. Thus, in the
case of a disc brake system, the brake pads are prefer-
ably spaced apart from the rotor, while in the case of a
rim brake system the brake pads are preferably spaced
apart from the wheel rim.
[0028] To avoid unwanted braking, it is preferable to
maintain master piston 32 and master cylinder 38 in their
respective non-actuated positions when levers 16 and
18 are not being actuated. Master piston 32 and master
cylinder 38 are biased using known techniques. Referring
to FIGS. 1A-1C, a biasing spring 76 is provided. Biasing
spring is preferably disposed in fluid containing region
33 to bias master piston 32 and master cylinder 38 to-
wards their respective non-actuated positions. Because
of the operative connection between lever 16 and master
cylinder 38, biasing spring 76 also biases lever 16 to-
wards its non-actuated position. Similarly, by biasing
master piston 32 towards its non-actuated position, bi-
asing spring 76 biases lever 18 towards its non-actuated
position. As indicated in FIGS. 1B and 1C, the actuation
of lever 16 and/or lever 18 compresses spring 76. Thus,
the actuating force applied to either lever must be suffi-
cient to overcome the resistance of spring 76. Spring 76
is preferably selected such that its spring constant is suf-
ficient to bias master piston 32 and master cylinder 38
toward their respective non-actuated positions, while al-
lowing levers 16 and 18 to be actuated by riders of normal
gripping strength.
[0029] Referring to FIG. 2, a second example of a por-
tion of a hydraulic assembly will now be described. As
with the previous example, the second example is illus-
trated as a cross-section taken along line II-II in FIG. 1.
As shown in FIG. 2, lever 16 is operatively connected to
master cylinder 38 via connector 34, which is preferably
a shaft that is removably or fixedly attached to master
cylinder 38. Again, connector 34 may be secured to mas-
ter cylinder 38 using known techniques such as welding,
threaded engagement, or by integrally forming connector
34 with master cylinder 38.
[0030] As best shown in FIG. 2, lever 16 preferably
includes oppositely positioned holes 54 and 62 for se-
curing connector 34 to lever 16. To better ensure uniform
operation, lever 16 is also preferably configured such that
master cylinder 38 does not move in the direction of the
y-axis shown in FIG. 1 as lever 16 is actuated, but instead
moves in a direction that is substantially parallel to the
x-axis.
[0031] An example of the connection between lever 16
and connector 34 is also illustrated in FIG. 2. According
to the figure, connector 34 is inserted through hole 65
formed in a face of lever 16 which is opposite master
cylinder 38. Connector 34 is preferably formed with a
through hole 64 at its end opposite the end secured to
master cylinder 38. A cross-member 28, such as a dowel,
pin or other suitable fastener is preferably disposed
through lever holes 54 and 62 and connector hole 64. As
shown in the figure, the ends 58 and 60 of cross-member
28 may be flanged to aid in securing cross-member 28

within lever holes 54 and 62. Also, cross-member 28 may
comprise two pieces which are separately inserted
through opposite sides of lever 16 and then connected
using known means, such as threaded engagement. To
better ensure that master cylinder 38 moves in a direction
that is parallel to the x-axis, hole 65, holes 54 and 62,
and cross-member 28 are preferably sized to allow lever
16 to pivot slightly with respect to connector 34 as lever
16 is actuated. For example, hole 65 may have a diameter
that is slightly larger than the outer diameter of connector
34, and holes 54 and 62 may have diameters slightly
larger than the outer diameter of the non-flanged portion
of cross-member 28.
[0032] Master cylinder 38 may float freely within the
interior of housing 20, without being directly connected
to the interior of housing 20. However, it may be desirable
to provide an external radial support for master cylinder
38 to better ensure the uniformity of its movement within
housing 20. For example, housing 20 may be configured
to include a support structure 36. In one embodiment,
housing 20 comprises a solid middle portion, and support
structure 36 is a journaled section within the solid middle
portion. In another embodiment, support structure 36
comprises an additional cylindrical structure that is fixedly
attached to the interior of housing 20. In either embodi-
ment, support structure 36 is preferably cylindrical in
shape with a diameter that is slightly larger than that of
master cylinder 38. To provide further support, an O-ring
50 is preferably attached to the outer circumference of
master cylinder 38 so that master cylinder 38 is radially
supported by and slidable with respect to support struc-
ture 36. Also, if a relatively tight fit is desired between
master cylinder 38 and the inner walls of journaled sec-
tion 36, an anti-friction coating or lubricant may be applied
to the exterior of master cylinder 38 and/or the walls of
support structure 36 to facilitate sliding movement of
master cylinder 38 along the support structure’s interior
walls.
[0033] As with the previous example, lever 18 is oper-
atively connected to master piston 32, and lever 16 is
operatively connected to master cylinder 38. Levers 16
and 18 are also partially disposed within and pivotally
connected to housing 20 in the manner described previ-
ously. When lever 16 is moved in the direction of the
arrow shown in FIG. 1, master cylinder 38 moves with
respect to housing 20 and support structure 36 (if pro-
vided) in a direction towards lever 18. When lever 18 is
moved in the direction of the arrow shown in FIG. 1, mas-
ter piston 32 moves with respect to housing 20 and sup-
port structure 36 (if provided) in a direction towards lever
16.
[0034] Referring to FIG. 2, lever 18 is operatively con-
nected to master piston 32 via shaft 30. Shaft 30 has an
end that is disposed through a hole 31 formed in one end
of master cylinder 38. Hole 31 preferably includes a gas-
ket (not shown) or other sealing means to prevent leak-
age of fluids between master cylinder 38 and the interior
of housing 20.
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[0035] Opposite master cylinder 38, shaft 30 prefera-
bly includes an end that is disposed through a hole 71 in
a face of lever 18. As shown in FIG. 2, shaft 30 includes
a through-hole 66 through which cross-member 26 is in-
serted. Cross-member 26 may be a dowel, pin, or other
suitable fastener and may include flanged ends 68 and
70 to aid in retaining it within lever 16. As with cross-
member 28, cross-member 26 may comprise two pieces
which are first inserted through lever holes 72 and 74
and shaft hole 66 and then mated using known tech-
niques such as threaded engagement.
[0036] To better ensure that piston 32 moves in a di-
rection substantially parallel to the x-axis (FIG. 1) as lever
18 is actuated, holes 71, 72 and 74 are preferably sized
to allow lever 18 to pivot slightly about shaft 30 as lever
18 is actuated. For example, hole 71 may have a diameter
that is slightly larger than the outer diameter of shaft 30,
and holes 72 and 74 may have diameters that are slightly
larger than the diameter of the non-flanged portion of
shaft 26.
[0037] Piston 32 is preferably configured to slide along
the interior of master cylinder 38 and to prevent the leak-
age of hydraulic fluid into the region near shaft 30 and
hole 31. Thus, in the example of FIG. 2, O-rings 40 and
41 are disposed about the outer surface of master cylin-
der 38. O-rings 40 and 41 are preferably comprised of a
known rubber material which has suitable frictional prop-
erties to provide sliding engagement with master cylinder
38 will still performing their sealing function.
[0038] As shown in FIG. 2, master cylinder 38 and mas-
ter piston 32 define a fluid containing region 33 which
contains a volume of hydraulic fluid. The hydraulic fluid
is used to actuate an attached hydraulic system, such as
brake system 14. Master cylinder 38 also includes a fluid
outlet 39 which may be attached to fluid conduit 13 to
connect hydraulic assembly 10 to hydraulic brake system
14. Hydraulic brake system 14 may be any known system
that is actuated hydraulically, but is preferably a hydraulic
disc or rim brake system.
[0039] If support structure 36 is provided, it is prefer-
ably configured to allow conduit 13 to move freely along
with master cylinder 38. In an exemplary embodiment,
support structure 36 may include a longitudinal slot (not
shown) oriented in the direction of travel of master cylin-
der 38. In this exemplary embodiment, conduit 13 is dis-
posed through the longitudinal slot and moves freely
along the slot as master cylinder 38 moves. Housing 20
may also include an aligned longitudinal slot to allow con-
duit 13 to move freely with respect to housing 20 as mas-
ter cylinder 38 moves.
[0040] As will be readily apparent to those skilled in
the art, the movement of master cylinder 38 and master
piston 32 with respect to one another adjusts the volume
of fluid containing region 33. Thus, as with the previous
example, the volume of region 33 can be adjusted by
moving master piston 32, by moving the master cylinder
38, or by moving both master cylinder 38 and master
piston 32.

[0041] As with the example of FIGS. 1A-1C, in the hy-
draulic assembly of this preferred embodiment either or
both of lever 16 or lever 18 can be used to actuate brake
system 14. As lever 16 is actuated in the direction of the
arrow shown in FIG. 1, master cylinder 38 will move to-
wards lever 18, thereby decreasing the volume of fluid
containing region 33 and forcing hydraulic fluid contained
in region 33 through outlet 39 and toward brake system
14. Similarly, as lever 18 is moved in the direction of the
arrow shown in FIG. 1, master piston 32 will move to-
wards lever 16 and the bottom of master cylinder 38. As
master piston 32 moves towards the bottom of master
cylinder 38, the volume of region 33 will decrease, forcing
hydraulic fluid contained therein through outlet 39 and to
attached brake system 14. Thus, this preferred embod-
iment also provides a hydraulic assembly with two sep-
arate levers, each of which can be used to actuate an
attached hydraulic brake system. The dual lever structure
allows a vehicle rider to select the lever that is most read-
ily accessible based on the rider’s posture.
[0042] In accordance with the second example, it is
preferable to maintain master piston 32 and master cyl-
inder 38 in their respective non-actuated positions when
levers 16 and 18 are not being actuated. Thus, master
piston 32 and master cylinder 38 are preferably biased
using known techniques. For example, if support struc-
ture 36 is used as shown in FIG. 2, a biasing spring 76
may be disposed about shaft 30 such that it engages
lever 18 on one end and support structure 36 on the other
end. If support structure 36 is a fixed cylindrical structure
with a partially closed end proximate lever 18, spring 76
could be configured to engage the partially closed end
and bias lever 18 away from support structure 36. Be-
cause of the operative connection between lever 18 and
master piston 32, this would have the effect of biasing
master piston 32 towards its non-actuated position.
[0043] To bias master cylinder 38 towards its non-ac-
tuated position, spring 78 is preferably disposed about
connector 34 and engages lever 16 and support structure
36. Again, if support structure 36 is a fixed cylinder with
a partially-closed end proximate lever 16, spring 78 could
be configured to engage the partially-closed end. Be-
cause of the operative connection of lever 16 and master
cylinder 38, spring 78 will bias master cylinder 38 and
lever 16 towards their respective non-actuated positions.
Thus, in accordance with this embodiment, lever 16, lever
18, master piston 32, and master cylinder 38 are each
biased towards their respective non-actuated positions.
[0044] If biasing is desired, it can also be accomplished
using a biasing device that acts directly against the levers
16 and 18 and housing 20. In an exemplary embodiment,
torsion springs may be disposed about pivot shafts 26
and 28 such that one leg of each spring abuts one of the
levers 16 and 18 and the other leg abuts a corresponding
portion of housing 20. This configuration will to apply a
force against levers 16 and 18 in the direction of their
non-actuated positions. Of course, as one of ordinary
skill in the art would readily appreciate, levers 16 and 18
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and housing 20 must be configured appropriately to pro-
vide the necessary connections between the legs of the
torsion spring and the levers 16 and 18 and housing 20.
[0045] Still referring to FIG. 2, support structure 36 of
the second example may be excluded, leaving master
cylinder 38 supported axially by connector 34 and radially
by master piston 32. If support structure 36 is excluded,
biasing is preferably accomplished with a single spring
77 instead of springs 76 and 78. Spring 77 is preferably
disposed about shaft 30 such that one end abuts lever
18 and the other end abuts master cylinder 38. Again,
because of the operative connections between lever 18
and master piston 32 and between lever 16 and master
cylinder 38, spring 77 will bias levers 16 and 18 toward
their non-actuated positions along with master piston 32
and master cylinder 38. One benefit of this configuration
versus the embodiment of FIGS. 1A-1C is that the biasing
spring is not located in fluid containing region 33, thereby
improving ease of access to the spring.
[0046] Although not depicted in the figures, housing
20 is preferably designed to allow the ready addition and
removal of hydraulic fluid to and from master cylinder 38.
For example, master cylinder 38 may include a port 35
for adding or removing fluid. If port 35 is provided, housing
20 should preferably be configured to allow access to the
port. For example, housing top portion 50 may be remov-
able to provide access to master cylinder 38. Also, if sup-
port structure 36 is used, it preferably includes a port or
similar structure which can be connected to port 35.
[0047] In an optional embodiment, a structure may be
included for storing hydraulic fluid. In one such embodi-
ment, a reservoir is provided either internally or externally
of housing 20 for storing hydraulic fluid. Alternatively, hy-
draulic conduit 13 may be removed from brake system
14 and used to add fluid to or remove fluid from master
cylinder 38.
[0048] An embodiment of a portion of a hydraulic as-
sembly According to the invention is depicted in FIGS.
2A-2C. As with the previous examples, the hydraulic as-
sembly of this embodiment is illustrated as a cross-sec-
tional view taken along lines II-II in FIG. 1. In accordance
with the embodiment, lever 18 is again operatively con-
nected to a master piston 32b in the manner described
above with respect to FIGS. 1A-1C. Thus, the connec-
tions between cross-member 26, lever 18, and shaft 30
are preferably the same as those described previously.
[0049] Unlike the previous example, in this embodi-
ment lever 16 is operatively connected to master piston
32a instead of master cylinder 38. Master piston 32a is
operatively connected to lever 16 via shaft 34 and cross-
member 28. Master cylinder 38 includes an opening 31
a through which shaft 34 is movably disposed to allow
master piston 32a to move within master cylinder 38.
Cross-member 28, lever 16, and shaft 34 are preferably
connected in the same manner as cross-member 26, le-
ver 18, and shaft 30. It is preferred that master cylinder
38 is freely movable and capable of floating freely along
the direction of its longitudinal axis without being directly

connected to housing 20. However, if desired, master
cylinder 38 may be directly attached to the interior of
housing 20.
[0050] To prevent unwanted braking, it is preferred to
bias master pistons 32a and 32b towards their non-ac-
tuated positions, which are shown in FIG. 2A. Thus, bi-
asing device 76, which is preferably a spring, is provided.
Spring 76 is preferably located within master cylinder 38
between master piston 32a and 32b such that it biases
master pistons 32a and 32b away from one another. Be-
cause of their respective operative connections to lever
16 and lever 18, this biasing also has the effect of biasing
levers 16 and 18 towards their respective non-actuated
positions.
[0051] In accordance with this embodiment, master
pistons 32a and 32b define a fluid containing region 33
lying between master pistons 32a and 32b and within
master cylinder 38. As master piston 32a moves towards
lever 18 and/or master piston 32b moves towards lever
16, the volume of fluid containing region 33 will decrease,
thereby forcing hydraulic fluid out of master cylinder 38
and toward hydraulic brake system 14. As illustrated in
FIGS. 2A-2C, fluid containing region 33 moves with re-
spect to master cylinder 38 as either master piston 32a
or 32b is actuated. In order to transmit fluid to hydraulic
brake system 14, master cylinder 38 preferably includes
a fluid outlet 39 (not shown in FIGS. 2A-2C). The hydrau-
lic assembly is preferably designed such that fluid outlet
39 remains in fluid communication with fluid containing
region 33 at all times. Thus, it is preferred to locate outlet
39 at a location along the longitudinal axis of master cyl-
inder 38 which lies within fluid containing region 33 when
either master piston is in its fully actuated position. Ac-
cordingly, there is preferably a common area along the
longitudinal axis of master cylinder 38 which is encom-
passed by fluid containing region 33 at all times (i.e.,
regardless of which lever 16 or 18 is being actuated).
[0052] Referring again to FIG 1, levers 16 and 18 pref-
erably have an adjustable reach. As used herein, "reach"
refers to the range of travel of the levers 16 and 18 from
their non-actuated positions to their fully actuated posi-
tions. In accordance with this preferred embodiment, ad-
justment screws 42 and 44 are provided. Adjustment
screws 42 and 44 are preferably threadably engaged with
complementary threaded through-holes 46 and 48
formed in housing top section 50. As shown in the figure,
adjustment screws 42 and 44 preferably have free ends
43 and 45 which engage surfaces of levers 16 and 18 to
alter the non-actuated position of each lever. In one pre-
ferred embodiment, free ends 43 and 45 are relatively
flat and abuttingly engage the respective surfaces of le-
vers 16 and 18. As screws 42 and 44 are rotated in one
direction, free ends 43 and 45 push down on correspond-
ing levers 16 and 18, causing levers 16 and 18 to pivot
about their respective pivot shafts 24 and 22, thereby
changing the levers’ non-actuated positions. In another
preferred embodiment, levers 16 and 18 may include
complementary recesses (not shown) which engage free
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ends 43 and 45 to provide a more secure connection
between adjusting screws 42 and 44 and levers 16 and
18.
[0053] As indicated above, the examples and the em-
bodiment of hydraulic assemblies described in FIGS. 1,
1A-1C, 2, and 2A-2C provide for dual lever actuation of
a hydraulic brake system. In a preferred embodiment,
depicted in FIGS. 3-5, hydraulic assembly 10 is connect-
ed to a bicycle and to a hydraulic brake system 14 (not
shown in the FIGS. 3-5). Bicycle 80 generally comprises
a handlebar 82 connected to frame 84. Frame 84 is con-
nected to front wheel 86 and rear wheel 88. Hydraulic
assembly 10 preferably includes bracket 83 which is con-
nected to handlebar 82. In an especially preferred em-
bodiment, hydraulic assembly 10 is oriented such that
levers 16 and 18 are generally perpendicular to width W
of handlebar 82 (FIG. 5). As shown in FIG. 3, when hy-
draulic assembly 10 is oriented in this manner, lever 16
is located at a vertical distance h1 from a riding surface
90, and lever 18 is located at a vertical distance h2 from
riding surface 90, wherein h2 is greater than h1. If hy-
draulic assembly 10 is configured according to the ex-
amples of FIGS. 1A-1C or FIG. 2, it is preferred to orient
hydraulic assembly 10 such that master piston 32 is ver-
tically higher than master cylinder connector 34 because
the reverse orientation would place fluid containing re-
gion 33 above piston 32, increasing the likelihood of fluid
leakage around piston 32. It is also preferable to position
hydraulic assembly 10 such that the longitudinal axis of
master cylinder 38 is substantially perpendicular to sur-
face 90. This orientation better ensures that fluid level
variations will not occur and minimizes the likelihood of
unwanted variations in fluid flow to attached brake sys-
tem 14.
[0054] In an especially preferred embodiment, depict-
ed in FIG. 5, two hydraulic assemblies 10 are each con-
nected to handlebar 82 via their respective brackets 83.
The hydraulic assemblies 10 are preferably spaced apart
by a distance that is about the same as the width W of
handlebar 82. If two hydraulic assemblies 10 are used,
their respective master cylinders 38 are preferably each
connected to a conduit 13 (FIG. 1). The respective con-
duits 13 are preferably connected to a common conduit
(not shown) which is then connected to an attached brake
system 14 (FIG. 1), thereby enabling either hydraulic as-
sembly 10 to supply fluid to brake system 14. The use of
two hydraulic assemblies 10 allows the rider to effect
braking using his or her right or left hand, as desired.
[0055] A method of riding a bicycle using hydraulic as-
sembly 10 in accordance with the present invention will
now be described. As is known to those skilled in the art,
competitive bicyclists frequently assume a posture
wherein they lean over handlebar 82. This leaning pos-
ture reduces the wind resistance of the rider’s body by
decreasing the body surface area which is exposed or-
thogonally to the direction of travel. In contrast, while rid-
ing casually in a non-competitive mode, riders will fre-
quently assume a relatively upright posture. Because of

the differing postures, a brake lever that is optimally po-
sitioned for one posture may be poorly positioned for an-
other. Thus, in accordance with this preferred embodi-
ment, when riding bicycle 80 in the leaning position, a
rider applies the brakes by actuating lever 16. However,
when riding in the upright position, the rider preferably
actuates lever 18 to apply the brakes. Thus, the method
allows the rider to selectively use the lever that is most
accessible, thereby minimizing the need to make sudden
postural changes to apply the brakes.
[0056] The embodiments described above are exem-
plary embodiments of the present invention. Those
skilled in the art may now make numerous uses of, and
departures from, the above-described embodiments
without departing from the inventive concepts disclosed
herein. Accordingly, the present invention is to be defined
solely by the scope of the following claims.

Claims

1. A hydraulic assembly (10), comprising:

a housing (20);
a first lever (16), pivotally connected to the hous-
ing (20);
a second lever (18), pivotally connected to the
housing (20);
a volume of hydraulic fluid contained in the hous-
ing (20);
a master cylinder (38) being disposed within the
interior of the housing (20), wherein the volume
of hydraulic fluid is contained within the master
cylinder (38),
a first master piston (32a) operatively connected
to the first lever (16); and
characterized in that the hydraulic assembly
further comprises a second master piston (32b)
operatively connected to the second lever (18),
wherein the first and second master pistons
(32a, 32b) are disposed within the master cylin-
der (38), and define a fluid containing region (33)
lying between the first and second master pis-
tons (32a, 32b), and movement of the first lever
(16) in a first actuating direction moves the first
master piston (32a) toward the second lever
(18), thereby decreasing the volume of the fluid
containing region (33) and displacing the hy-
draulic fluid, and movement of the second lever
(18) in a second actuating direction moves the
second master piston (32b) toward the first lever
(16), thereby decreasing the volume of the fluid
containing region (33) and displacing hydraulic
fluid from the master cylinder (38).

2. The hydraulic assembly (10) of claim 1, further com-
prising a hydraulic brake system (14) in fluid com-
munication with the housing (20).
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3. A bicycle, comprising:

a handlebar (82) having a width defining a hor-
izontal direction; and
the hydraulic assembly (10) of claim 1, wherein
the hydraulic assembly (10) is connected to the
handlebar (82), and the first lever (16) and the
second lever (18) are spaced apart from one
another in a direction that is substantially per-
pendicular to the horizontal direction.

Patentansprüche

1. Hydraulikbaugruppe (10), aufweisend:

ein Gehäuse (20);
einen ersten Hebel (16), der mit dem Gehäuse
(20) schwenkbar verbunden ist;
einen zweiten Hebel (18), der mit dem Gehäuse
(20) schwenkbar verbunden ist;
ein Volumen an Hydraulikfluid, das im Gehäuse
(20) enthalten ist;
einen Geberzylinder (38), der im Inneren des
Gehäuses (20) angeordnet ist, wobei das Volu-
men an Hydraulikfluid innerhalb des Geberzy-
linders (38) enthalten ist,
einen ersten Geberkolben (32a), der mit dem
ersten Hebel (16) funktionsmäßig verbunden ist;
und
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Hydraulik-
baugruppe weiter einen zweiten Geberkolben
(32b) aufweist, der mit dem zweiten Hebel (18)
funktionsmäßig verbunden ist, wobei die ersten
und zweiten Geberkolben (32a, 32b) innerhalb
des Geberzylinders (38) angeordnet sind, und
sie eine Fluid-enthaltende Zone (33) definieren,
die zwischen den ersten und zweiten Geberkol-
ben (32a, 32b) liegt, und
eine Bewegung des ersten Hebels (16) in einer
ersten Betätigungsrichtung den ersten Geber-
kolben (32a) zum zweiten Hebel (18) hin be-
wegt, wodurch das Volumen der Fluid-enthal-
tenden Zone (33) verringert wird und das Hy-
draulikfluid verdrängt wird, und eine Bewegung
des zweiten Hebels (18) in einer zweiten Betä-
tigungsrichtung den zweiten Geberkolben (32b)
zum ersten Hebel (16) hin bewegt, wodurch das
Volumen der Fluid-enthaltenden Zone (33) ver-
ringert wird und das Hydraulikfluid aus dem Ge-
berzylinder (38) verdrängt wird.

2. Hydraulikbaugruppe (10) nach Anspruch 1, die wei-
ter ein Hydraulikbremssystem (14) aufweist, das in
Fluidverbindung mit dem Gehäuse (20) steht.

3. Fahrrad, aufweisend:

eine Lenkstange (82), die eine Breite hat, wel-
che eine horizontale Richtung definiert, und
die Hydraulikbaugruppe (10) nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Hydraulikbaugruppe (10) an der Lenk-
stange (82) angebracht ist, und der erste Hebel
(16) und der zweite Hebel (18) mit Abstand zu-
einander angeordnet sind, und zwar in einer
Richtung, die im Wesentlichen senkrecht zur ho-
rizontalen Richtung ist.

Revendications

1. Assemblage hydraulique (10), comprenant :

un logement (20) ;
un premier levier (16), raccordé de façon pivo-
tante au logement (20) ;
un second levier (18), raccordé de façon pivo-
tante au logement (20) ;
un volume de fluide hydraulique contenu dans
le logement (20) ;
un maître-cylindre (38) disposé à l’intérieur du
logement (20), le volume de fluide hydraulique
étant contenu dans le maître-cylindre (38),
un premier maître-piston (32a) raccordé opéra-
tionnellement au premier levier (16) ; et carac-
térisé en ce que l’assemblage hydraulique
comprend en outre
un second maître-piston (32b) raccordé opéra-
tionnellement au second levier (18), les premier
et second maîtres-pistons (32a, 32b) étant dis-
posés dans le maître-cylindre (38) et définissant
une région contenant du fluide (33) située entre
les premier et second maîtres-pistons (32a,
32b), et
un mouvement du premier levier (16) dans une
première direction d’actionnement déplace le
premier maître-piston (32a) vers le second le-
vier (18), réduisant ainsi le volume de la région
contenant du fluide (33) et déplaçant le fluide
hydraulique, et un mouvement du second levier
(18) dans une seconde direction d’actionnement
déplace le second maître-piston (32b) vers le
premier levier (16), réduisant ainsi le volume de
la région contenant du fluide (33) et déplaçant
le fluide hydraulique à partir du maître-cylindre
(38).

2. Assemblage hydraulique (10) selon la revendication
1, comprenant en outre un système de frein hydrau-
lique (14) en communication fluidique avec le loge-
ment (20).

3. Bicyclette, comprenant :

un guidon (82) ayant une largeur définissant une
direction horizontale ; et
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l’assemblage hydraulique (10) de la revendica-
tion 1, l’assemblage hydraulique (10) étant rac-
cordé au guidon (82), et le premier levier (16) et
le second levier (18) étant espacés l’un de l’autre
dans une direction qui est sensiblement perpen-
diculaire à la direction horizontale.
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